## DRUG TESTING METHODS AND OCCASIONS OF USE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systems</th>
<th>When to Use</th>
<th>Confirmation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **UrinealYSIS - On-Site**  
*Through Regional Business Office* | • As outlined in policy                                                       | • Send urine specimen to contracted lab for confirmation when determined appropriate or necessary and approved by Superintendent/designee or Community Corrections Supervisor (CCS) |
| **UrinealYSIS - Off-Site**  
*Through contracted lab for screening or confirmation* | • When determined appropriate or necessary for additional substances or confirmation, as outlined in policy | • Send urine specimen to contracted lab for screening/confirmation when determined appropriate or necessary and approved by Superintendent/designee or CCS |
| **Oral Fluids**  
*Through Regional Business Office* | • When there is no same gender officer available  
• Documented major medical issues that may preclude urination  
• Imminent threat to public safety  
• Record of suspicious flushing or adulteration of urine  
• At the collector’s discretion when the offender is unable to provide a urine sample within the allotted time | • Send oral fluid kit on positive tests to contracted lab for confirmation to lab when determined appropriate or necessary and approved by Superintendent/designee or CCS |